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***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to be successful on the

Orthodontic Assisting test. The Orthodontic Assisting Exam is extremely challenging and thorough

test preparation is essential for success. Orthodontic Assisting Exam Secrets Study Guide is the

ideal prep solution for anyone who wants to pass the Orthodontic Assisting Exam. Not only does it

provide a comprehensive guide to the Orthodontic Assisting Exam as a whole, it also provides

practice test questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer. Orthodontic Assisting Exam

Secrets Study Guide includes: A detailed overview of the Orthodontic Assisting ExamA guide to

collection and recording of clinical dataAn analysis of orthodontic proceduresAn in-depth look at

chairside materialsA breakdown of laboratory materials and practicesAn examination of patient

education/oral health managementA guide to prevention and management of emergenciesAn

extensive review of office operationsA full study of principles of radiation use, health &

safetyComprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations It's filled with the critical

information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the concepts, procedures, principles, and

vocabulary that the Certified Dental Assistant (CDA) expects you to have mastered before sitting for

the exam.  The Collection and Recording of Clinical Data section covers: Eruption and exfoliation

scheduleOcclusal radiographsFinal Impressions  The Orthodontic Procedures section covers:

Orthodontic treatments Separators purposeNitrous oxide sedation  The Chairside Materials section

covers: ZOE cementsAlginate impression materialAlginate impression preparation  The Laboratory

Materials and Practices section covers: Gypsum products typesTrimming diagnostic castsCustom

tray criteria  The Patient Education/Oral Health Management section covers: Maintenance of oral

healthToothbrushesMajor minerals  The Prevention and Management of Emergencies section

covers: CPR for an adultDrug administrationViral hepatitis carrier precautions  The Office

Operations section covers: HIPAAPatient recall systemsInventory supplies  The Principles of

Radiation Use, Health & Safety section covers: Radiation typesManual processing roomImage

distortion factors These sections are full of specific and detailed information that will be key to

passing the Orthodontic Assisting Exam. Concepts and principles aren't simply named or described

in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and organized fashion so

that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it. Because it's written with an eye for both

technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting lost in dense academic

language. Any test prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and answers, and that's

another area where our guide stands out. Our test designers have provided scores of test questions

that will prepare you for what to expect on the actual Orthodontic Assisting Exam. Each answer is



explained in depth, in order to make the principles and reasoning behind it crystal clear. We've

helped thousands of people pass standardized tests and achieve their education and career goals.

We've done this by setting high standards for our test preparation guides, and our Orthodontic

Assisting Exam Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an excellent investment in your future.
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You won't find a better study guide to help you prepare for the Orthodontic Assisting exam. It offers

great test taking advice to help you figure out the best way for you to study for your learning style

and even shows you how to get the most out of doing practice tests etc. The guide provides a great

and detailed overview of the material you'll need to know for the test. It's sectioned off into chapters

that are written in a clear and easy to understand language which helps you to remember and

actually learn the material. Using this guide is a great way to make sure you get the score you need.

The use of this guide will open the mind to a new way of study. This guide is direct but simple. In

addition, the special reports are superb. They include help with test anxiety, advice on retaking the

exam, and other special bonus material.

If you want to get through this test and assist an orthodontist, you need to know quite a bit of

information. When you are studying, you probably know that you will need to know it for the test and



for your future job. So studying is something you genuinely want to do so that you will have the

information you need for the future. But at the same time, itÃ¢Â€Â™s hard to know what the test will

cover and where you need to spend most of your time. This study guide has all of the content that

will be covered in the test so you can judge exactly where you need to spend most of your time. You

can review everything you need to review and study the areas where you need more work. Then,

you will be ready to pass the test and ready to help others.

You are about to embark on a career that promotes good oral health. However, in order to make

your orthodontic assisting career a success you need some healthful tips to assist you on your

journey. You are sure to find that and much more in Secrets of the Orthodontic Assisting Exam.This

guide is definitely worth getting because it gets you through study with ease by presenting test

content but also providing you with some practical assistance for taking tests and studying in

general.As you move through this guide and learn how to use it, you will find why it promotes the

telling of secrets. In fact, it includes five secrets to success that again, are practical but very helpful.

You also have three special reports included in this study guide. The special reports include

identifying test anxiety and overcoming it, retaking the test, and the chances of improving your

score, and additional bonus material. These special reports may answer any additional questions

you have or questions that you hadnÃ¢Â€Â™t even thought about asking.The bonus material alone

is a true test prep gem because it takes you deep into the testing environment and beyond. For

example, with the bonus material you will get the General Chairside Examination, Infection Control,

Radiation and Health and Safety Examination, CPR Review/Cheat Sheet, Organizations and Sites,

and Review Tables and Images. This information will take you well into your orthodontic assistance

career. This good material will assist you, so that you can assist yourself with a passing score.

Appears to be a worthwhile publication. Will not have a complete review until my wife takes the

exam.

Study guide was very useful and helped me prepare for my exam.

I like this book a lot. It's easy to study.
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